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Abstract: Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) provides the possibility of learning through collaborative interaction, and the social construction of knowledge through the utilization of information technology (IT). It contains several tools that allow learners to participate and interact in a virtual environment. Chat is one of the most effective tools in CSCL owing to the accessibility and ease of its use by learners. It is also one of the best methods used in learning discussions. However, there are a few tools that help teachers evaluate students' chats. Due to this difficulty, chats are rarely used in the formal learning context. To remedy this problem, this paper provides a model that enables teachers to automatically assess cognition and individual participations in chats. With regards to the cognitive assessment, a test will be utilized. The test contains a set of questions that students were asked to pose about the threads they will discuss. Then, these questions were put in a database to be answered by the students after discussions. Accordingly, the cognitive assessment of the students will be evaluated through results obtained from the test. As for the assessment of individual participations, chats will be analyzed using Trausan-Matu’s polyphonic model based on Bakhtin’s ideas, in order to obtain the most frequent words for each participant and their inter-relations. Obtaining results in the form of graphics and statistical tables helps teachers to know the results of cognitive assessment and relate them to the individual participations of each student. The aim is to reach rational findings that link the individual participations, namely the students' behavior in their dialogs within the chat, and the results of cognitive assessment resulting from the test given to the students at the end of the chat. In sum, the system offers a general perception of the assessment that is more effective and able to measure the level of collaborative learning in CSCL chats. By doing so, this would help teachers to develop learning strategies that are capable of reaching an effective collaborative learning dialog.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) is an important paradigm that uses information technology tools that help learning processes [1]. It also uses many supporting technical tools in collaborative learning, and provides the environment for learners to discuss and share their ideas effectively. To stimulate social collaborative interaction among learners, they are often engaged in virtual learning groups that simulate the traditional learning groups [2] [3]. CSCL provides tools that facilitate the exchange of information and display the instructional materials using multimedia, through which learners can easily understand the instructional threads, learning becoming more interesting and effective than the traditional one [4]. Accordingly, CSCL attempts to transform learning in terms of knowledge transfer and interpretation of lessons from a teacher-centered system into a system that helps learners manage instructional dialogs and exchange of views, in which the learner contributes to build and impart knowledge to the rest of his or her peers. In sum, the role of the teacher is to mentor and participate in improving learning strategies when needed [5].

CSCL is considered of great importance for students to increase their mental abilities and develop their learning skills in interpreting the instructional threads in a simplified manner. In addition, it promotes the students' explorative learning through the mastery of dialog skills. This leads to empowering students to be capable of relying more on themselves in the transfer and exchange of knowledge. As a result, learning becomes participatory and collaborative [6].
Chat is one of the best and most popular tools used for knowledge building and transfer in CSCL [7], in which learners are placed in a virtual technical framework that is very similar to classrooms. It also provides learners with an opportunity to express and discuss their points of view through instructional dialogs, but this is subject to synchronous contact. Chat effectively helps to develop students' learning skills in raising their knowledge building and transfer skills. Chat also contributes to the creation of a collaborative learning environment that realizes the collaboration to discuss education subjects. Collaboration in educational dialogs is realized by involving all students in a coordinated effort to discuss a school subject or solve a problem together [8-10].

The CSCL environment with all its tools helps the development of e-learning to become a qualitative addition in the field of collaborative learning. Chat as an important tool in CSCL helps to develop students' skills, such as dialog skills, problem solving, exploration, planning, collaboration, acceptance of opinions and other skills that must be available in the learning environment [11]. Besides, it helps students focus also on the concept of self-learning, i.e. creating an appropriate learning environment for students to highlight their self-management skills and self-reliance in explaining school subjects, and participate in the transfer of knowledge and problem solving [12]. In general, chat attempts to integrate students with higher mental abilities with students with low abilities to help them understand and simplify the school subjects [13].

Assessing the cognitive outcomes in the discussions of CSCL chat is considered difficult and complex for many reasons, including the lack of an effective technical mechanism capable of analyzing chats, in order to draw logical conclusions, which would enable teachers to evaluate the learning groups effectively [14-16]. Consequently, it became necessary to have effective technical tools that are capable of analyzing the individual participations of interlocutors. The latter is considered an effective part of analyzing CSCL chats in general, in order to obtain logical conclusions that can be studied and analyzed. This paper demonstrates a new addition to assessing the student’s cognitive aspect through the utilization of tests and the analysis of individual participations in the CSCL chats. This aims to obtain results through which the effectiveness of collaborative learning can be assessed. To do so, we used tests that contain a set of questions posed by students. Students will be asked to pose a set of questions about the threads they will discuss. These questions will be inserted in a database and they will constitute a quick test for students at the end of the chat, allowing obtaining results that measure and evaluating students in a CSCL chat.

In this paper, the first section presented the proposed mechanism for the cognitive assessment of CSCL chats. The second and third sections clarify the concept of tests and their integration as a mechanism for assessing students in CSCL chats. The Fourth section describes the analysis and assessment of chat and the main features of the tools used in the analysis. The Fifth section discusses the results of the learning groups derived from the cognitive assessment and the assessment of individual participations. Finally, this paper ends with conclusions and references.

2. CSCL Chat and Tests

CSCL is one of the most promising innovations to improve teaching and learning with the aid of modern ICT tools. It is also one of the most important computer-supported learning fields that improve learning and employ collaborative work to enable learners to discuss their ideas and present their views, allowing the exchange of ideas and information. CSCL is interested in the various views related to the subject of learning [17]. Besides, CSCL can be defined as one of the e-learning paradigms based on the social interaction among learners, as they work in small groups that share the task, or achieve common learning goals through group activities in a coordinated effort, using various services and tools across the web. By doing so, CSCL focuses on generating knowledge rather than receiving it. As a result, learning is transformed from a system that focuses on the teacher as the one who plays the major role in knowledge transfer into a system that focuses on the learner and makes the teacher only a mentor and participant [18].

The CSCL environments contain a number of different technical tools, which are designed to facilitate collaboration and activate teaching and learning. These tools include multimedia, experimental simulation, chat, and presentations. These tools help to promote collaboration among students [19]. Chat is one of the most important and most effective tools used in the CSCL environment [7]. It is a tool for achieving the principle of collaboration, which allows students to express their ideas and views through educational dialogs realized by creating virtual learning groups to facilitate the exchange of views among students. On the other hand, it helps students pursue their learning activities together and significantly contributes to encouraging students’ mutual thinking. Moreover, collaboration is perceived in the chat by engaging students in a coordinated effort to solve a problem together [20].

However, CSCL environments do not contain effective tools that can assess learning chats. The assessment can be a cognitive assessment or an assessment of the individual participations, evidenced by student discussions in a chat. The proposed system seeks to draw logical conclusions automatically, through which teachers can evaluate the effectiveness of learning groups, as well as monitoring the effectiveness of dialogs to achieve successful collaborative learning. As a result, it has become necessary to find effective technical tools capable of analyzing the individual participations of
interlocutors, which are considered an effective part of analyzing chats in CSCL [21, 22].

The successful assessment of the student is to integrate the test results with the evaluation of the student’s activities within the instructional dialogs, and hence we can obtain more accurate results about the student’s participation in collaborative learning. From these results, teachers can know what their students’ abilities are, and it allows them to intervene in order to find teaching strategies that improve the level of their students. Thus, the teacher can obtain a general perception of the student’s abilities in the collaborative learning, namely the test results and the results of individual participations in the CSCL chats [23, 24].

A test is a measuring tool through which the student is examined to verify whether he or she has mastered the material or skill he or she has acquired the following steps and conditions [25]. Tests are considered of great instructional importance. It is not only important in determining the student’s capabilities, but also as an important tool for learning. Tests are one of the most important tools used by the teacher to verify whether the student has acquired the information by answering specific questions [26]. Testing is one of the best techniques used to evaluate a student, although there are other techniques, such as measuring the student’s interaction within the classroom [27].

Test results provide the teacher with an overview of the student’s knowledge, thus it helps the teacher to review the instructional plans and strategies. In addition, it helps teachers make decisions that are beneficial in the teaching process. Tests allow the exchange of information about the student between the teacher and the parents, in order to identify the strengths and weaknesses and to elaborate on the developmental and remedial mechanisms for students. In addition, it provides the possibility of using tests to measure the effectiveness of teaching and its impact on the students’ learning.

Tests are considered an important means of measuring and evaluating the students' abilities and their level of academic achievement. On the other hand, it also measures the extent to which the behavioral goals or the educational outcomes are achieved. Besides, it examines the extent to which the various instructional activities offered by the teacher contribute to raising the students’ achievement skills [28].

Tests have a lot of importance and benefits, including [29]:

1. All types of tests encourage students to study and to work hard to achieve good scores;

2. It encourages students to establish continuous contact with their lessons;

3. It makes the student fully prepared to understand and study the school subjects, as the student has to revise and study the material to be learned prior to the test;

4. Tests make the student gain activity, vitality, and perseverance;

5. Tests allow the student to identify the aspects of shortcomings and deficiencies, thereby remedying it by increasing the daily hours of studying and focusing more on his study;

6. Finally, tests are the means to evaluate a student and its notes are evidence of his diligence or failure to study;

Tests are considered one of the assessment tools that can determine the extent to which the student has acquired information and skills. However, they cannot sufficiently verify the student’s true level owing to the circumstances for the accomplishment of these tests. Sometimes, tests coincide with the time when the student is unready, psychologically unprepared, or affected by factors of external pressure. In addition, the test measures the student's ability to retrieve information ignoring the measurement of the student’s activity in the instructional dialogs [28, 12]. Therefore, this research seeks to link the assessment of individual participations reflecting the student’s behavior during their discussions in CSCL chats with the cognitive assessment. As result, the assessment results will be more comprehensive and accurate due to the use of two assessment factors: the cognitive assessment used to measure the students’ knowledge and the assessment of the student’s participations in the chat.

3. COGNITIVE AND INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT FOR CSCL CHATS

In this paper, semi-structured interviews were conducted with a number of educational experts and CSCL experts, so that these interviews allow defining the steps and a model for cognitive assessment and individual participation, and the mechanism for incorporating them into the analysis of CSCL chat, in order to obtain the results that can be analyzed.

It also presents a new method to assess the student based on two aspects: the cognitive aspect through the tests, and the skill aspect through the individual participations in instructional dialogs. It also seeks to create a system capable of analyzing the contents of the students’ chats and automatically obtain results for the individual participations and test in the form of graphics and statistical tables. This system will help teachers know the results of cognitive assessment and relate them to each student's individual participations, in order to obtain logical conclusions that link the individual participations, namely the student’s behavior in their dialogs within the chat, with the results of the cognitive assessment resulting from these conclusions.
from testing students at the end of the chat. In sum, the system provides a general perception of the assessment that is more effective and capable of measuring the level of collaborative learning in CSCL chats.

In this paper, we add a new feature to the analysis system of individual and collaborative participations in the CSCL chats. This is performed by the students' cognitive assessment, which is realized by asking each participant in the chat to talk about a specific thread, previously determined by the teacher, and then asking each participant to pose a set of questions related to the threads to be discussed. As a consequence, we will have a database that contains a set of questions for all the threads that will be discussed within the chat groups. At the end of the discussions, each student undergoes an evaluation test. The test results are then compared with the results of individual participations in the form of statistical tables and graphics, through which teachers can indicate the students' general results derived from the cognitive assessment and skill assessment. Besides, it allows to effectively assess the learning groups in order to achieve successful collaborative learning, which is able to focus on the students' cognitive skills, namely measuring the extent of their ability to memorize the information, as well as measuring the students' collaborative skills, which are measured by the extent of their participation and interaction within the learning group [30-32].

As for the assessment of individual participations, the system relies on the assessment of individual participations through the mechanism of identifying the important threads discussed by each participant in the chat, based on Bakhtin's [33,34] ideas and Trausan-Matu's polyphonic model [3,35,36], in order to obtain the most frequent content words/concepts/threads and their inter-relations/inter-animations for each participant. Bakhtin's ideas were applied in Trausan-Matu's polyphonic model. The system focused on analyzing the content of the chat using natural language processing techniques. The aim was to obtain the most frequent words, which easily refer to the important concepts, which form threads discussed in the chat. Trausan-Matu's polyphonic model was effectively utilized in developing CSCL tools [13, 14].

The assessment of individual participations generally indicates the extent to which the interlocutor contributes to the chat, in order to clarify his or her own personal viewpoint and present his or her ideas to others by addressing them. Using Trausan-Matu's polyphonic model, key ideas have been identified through the repetition of words in the chat. This is a key indicator of the individual participations for each participant and the possibility of its assessment.

4. RESEARCH DESIGN

A study was conducted at Al Noor International School, and the number of participants was 5 students, from 12th graders, who study computer subject, and a single conversation group was created, allowing only five students, and the topics that students will discuss in advance have been identified (C #, JAVA, Python, Visual Basic, and C++).

In general, the study took about two hours to implement and was distributed as follows:

1. 15 minutes to introduce students to the conversation group.
2. 60 minutes per student to study and prepare the topics that have been identified, in addition to writing test questions for each topic.
3. 30 minutes chat time for conversation.
4. 15 minutes the duration of the test.

The study consists of several phases:

Phase 1: creating a conversation group, and defining the topics that each student will discuss.
Phase 2: studying the topics, and ask each student to write the test questions in the topic they will discuss, and be limited to the form of multiple-choice or True/False, with the answer key.
Phase 3: after completing a chat, each student will undergo a test of the topics discussed in CSCL chat.
Phase 4: assessment of results and providing feedback.

5. CHATS ANALYSIS

This section will explain the mechanism of chat analysis in the proposed model. Figure 1 shows the main components of chat analysis, which are the following:

![Chat analysis system components](http://journals.uob.edu.bh)

1. Test preparation phase: This is usually performed prior to commencing a chat. Each student is asked to put a set of questions related to the thread specified by the teacher. The questions should be clear and understandable. The form of these questions is determined (true/false questions, multiple choices questions). The teacher re-evaluates the questions and rephrases them if necessary, and then randomly distributed them as test forms, in order to give them to
students at the end of the chat for answering them. A database that contains the set of questions put by the students is created.

The aim of students’ placement of the test questions is to activate the role of the student in the CSCL chats as the main focus in the process of knowledge building and transfer and sharing of views. In addition, the student focuses on the basic concepts either directly or indirectly, because he or she previously knows that there exists a test containing questions developed by them. The overall goal is to encourage students to administer their discussions, and to give students confidence in themselves within the collaborative learning environment.

2. The phase of chat analysis for the individual participations: At this phase, the chat is done and analyzed by NLP techniques (tokenization, stemming and lemmatization, and stop words removal). We used Stanford NLP tools (http://nlp.stanford.edu) in order to extract the most frequent words, through which we can identify the most important threads discussed in the chat, according to Trausan-Matu’s polyphonic model based on Bakhtin’s ideas. The goal is to obtain the individual participations of the students in CSCL chat.

3. Test phase: At this phase, each student passes an electronic test, and the time for the test is set and determined according to the nature of the threads discussed in the chat.

4. Results phase: The results of individual participations indicate the student’s contribution to the chat. These results are expressed in the form of statistical tables and graphics that show the student’s repetition of the threads discussed, through which the individual participations can be assessed. In addition to the results of the test, the results show the percentage of the student’s answers to all subjects and the total result of the test. The test results are then linked to the individual participations. As a result, teachers have a general assessment of the CSCL chats.

6. DISCUSSION

This paper is based on chats performed by a group of students from Al Noor International School, which are then analyzed and the results are discussed. These chats are learning sessions with more than one participant discussing predetermined threads, such as debating about the pros and cons of some programming languages. In such a chat, each participant is assigned to focus on a particular thread to discuss it with the rest of his or her peers. The threads are as follows: C#, JAVA, Python, Visual Basic, and C++.

For example, in the chat analysed in the rest of the paper, threads were distributed to the participants as follows: The first participant was assigned to focus on the thread of JAVA; the second participant focuses on C#, the third participant focuses on C++, the fourth participant focuses on Python, the fifth participant focuses on Visual Basic.

Table 1 shows a part of the chat. Each chat utterance contains several parts: the first section is the intervention number, the second section is the participant’s name, and the third section is the intervention (utterance). As for the last section, it is the reference, which means the number of one of the participants uses a previous intervention to complete the discussion, information, or a reply. The reference shall be clarified to have a comprehensive and coherent dialog, through which collaborative learning is shown in the chats.

| TABLE 1: A PART OF THE CHAT. |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| 16 | participant 1: C++ | Programming is important to create software and applications that help computer and mobile users in daily life. | 12 | participant 1: C# |
| 17 | participant 1: JAVA | Hi everyone, I’ll talk about Java. | 6 | participant 1: Python |
| 18 | participant 1: C# | A program is a group of logical, mathematical, systematical, and managed functions grouped together to perform a specific task. | -1 |
| 19 | participant 1: C++ | I just recently joined the world of programming. What I’ve found to be true is the idea that programming in it’s simplest form is really just problem solving. | 12 | participant 1: C# |
The most frequent words (excluding non-content words such as “the”, “a”, “an”, etc.) that have been extracted after analyzing the chat are the following: C#, JAVA, Python, Visual Basic, and C++.

Accordingly, the system will deal with these words as the main threads/concepts discussed in the chat. Through these words, the individual participations of the participants will be evaluated.

**TABLE 2. THE RESULT OF THE CHAT ANALYSIS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>C#</th>
<th>C++</th>
<th>Python</th>
<th>Visual Basic</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant 1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 2</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 3</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the result of the chat analysis, containing a column for the participant’s name, a column for the number of interventions, and a column for the number of references. There is also a number of columns for the most frequent threads, which indicate the most important concepts discussed in the chat, and show the number of threads frequency per participant. For example, Participant no. 1 has 120 interventions, 98 references, and the numbers of appearances of main threads in the interventions are: Java = 19, C# = 20, Python = 8, Visual Basic = 9 and C++ = 17.

The test is one of the most important tools of the cognitive assessment [32]. This research concentrates on encouraging students to lead the learning process, as well as the possibility of discussing learning threads and developing test questions for the threads discussed. It also seeks to achieve a successful learning environment that learners are the central axis of the learning process. Besides, it aims to make the role of the teacher only mentoring and to develop plans and strategies that help to reach a successful learning environment. The test results help the teacher evaluate the information acquired by the student, and thus help the teacher reconsider the learning plans and strategy. By doing so, it allows the teacher to make decisions that help raise the levels of students in administering the learning dialogs.

Table 4 shows the test results of Chat No. 1 for the Al-Noor International School. It presents the results of participants’ answers based on each thread discussed in the chat. The test was conducted at the end of the dialog, by displaying the test’s screen. The participants were asked to pass the test. The test consisted of 20 questions that included all threads discussed, except the thread assigned for discussion to the participant passing the test.
For example, Participant no. 1 gets the test questions for all threads except the questions related to the Java thread. The reason behind this is to apply justice in the test, as the participant has a prior knowledge of the test questions related to his or her thread. Besides, there is the timing of the test. From these results, there exist some indicators that can serve as a basis for the cognitive assessment. We can conclude several things from the results’ table, including the final mark for each student, through which the best and weakest participants can be identified. For example, Participant no. 1 has scored an excellent mark in the test, and this indicates that the participant has a high level of understanding. Accordingly, the cognitive assessment of the participants is performed effectively. Participant no. 2 obtained Java=5, C++=5, Python=3, Visual Basic=3, which indicates that this participant has scored high marks on the C++ and Java thread. This indicates that Participants 1 and 2 were able to explain well the thread they have discussed, enabling the others to obtain good results.

Table 4 also shows the results for each thread. For example, most of the participants scored a high percentage in the Java and C# threads, which indicated that Participant no. 1 and Participant no. 2 performed a good job in delivering the information and explaining the threads well. Consequently, most of the participants managed to answer the test questions and get high marks. In the Python thread, most of the students have low marks, which indicated that Participant no. 4 has not explained his or her thread in an understandable way that the rest of the participants can understand the topic well. The teacher can also get an effective cognitive assessment through the test results. The teacher can also develop remedial plans that help raise the level of Participant no. 4, and motivate the rest of the participants to raise their learning level. The successful cognitive assessment helps to develop collaborative learning so that participants have the confidence to conduct learning dialogs and share knowledge effectively.

Figure 2 shows the graph of test results that helps teachers and participants learn and compare results.
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed system in this paper seeks to provide a model for a technical tool capable of automatically analyzing CSCL chats for the cognitive assessment of the students using a test that contains a set of questions. These questions are developed by all the students involved in the chat. The teaching mechanism adopted in this system is to give each participant a specific thread in order to make an effort to explain it in the CSCL chat. Getting results in the form of graphics and statistical tables allows teachers to perform a cognitive assessment easily and more effectively. The teacher can also link the test results with the individual participations of the students, so that the cognitive assessment becomes more accurate through studying the cognitive assessment and the behaviour of the students during their discussions to the threads, namely the assessment of individual participations. In general, the results offered by the system allow the teachers to develop strategies capable of encouraging the students in administering the learning dialogs and promoting the collaborative learning, in which the student is the main basis in knowledge transfer and exchange. By doing so, this will reflect on the students’ behavior inside the learning groups. They will become able to rely on themselves in administering the discussions in the CSCL chats.

In the future, the overall result of the chat test can help to compare the chat with more than one chat. Hence, the cognitive assessment of all CSCL chats can be assessed and results obtained can be studied. This allows teachers to identify the best scientific sessions and thus encourage them. On the other side, the weak dialog sessions will serve as feedback, through which teachers can develop remedial plans to help raise the levels of participants.
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